
Mapping
Students begin each week on day one using an 
atlas to label large continent maps, while learning 
locations of places, landforms, and bodies of water. 
The two-sided maps, available in a set of 14 maps, 
feature outlines of the continent on one side and 
color physical relief on the reverse.

Atlas Drills
Back in the atlas again on days two and three, 
students answer questions associated with the 
countries on the weekly list.

Travel Journal
Students are on a quest to discover what makes 
planet Earth special. As they explore each 
continent they will make journal entries about 
landmarks wildlife, people and cultures, natural 
resources, and more. Keeping a journal is a great 
life-long habit. The Travel Journal available in three 
levels is designed to gently help students develop 
this routine while also creating a great study tool. 

Making Connections
Students develop an understanding of world 
cultures through art projects, international 
foods, and additional research opportunities. 
They will learn about people and how they 
are impacted by the geography. Assigned 
on days three and beyond, this section 
references additional companion resources 
for completing assignments.

36 week schedule
• 2-weeks lessons, instructions
• 28 weeks world geography study
• 6 weeks reinforcement and review

Geography Through Art
International art projects 
with insightful background 
information for each nation. 
Students read from this book 
on day three and select art 
projects to complete.

Eat Your Way Around the World
Connects students to the food 
culture of nations throughout the 
world. Whether or not you prepare 
the meals students will read from 
this book on day three.

Rethink Geography Junior
Include younger siblings with 
this companion curriculum for 
K-3rd graders.

Points of Interest
Great options for additional 
digging deeper studies using 
the Internet and other 
resources.

Country Profiles
Summary of country 
facts and features. 

Geography Terms
Develops an 
understanding about 
Earth’s terrain.

Continent Tour
Students explore plants, 
animals, landmarks, people, 
land use, plus use outline 
maps (included) for 
creating thematic maps.

The Ultimate Geography 
& Timeline Guide
More mapping, games, 
activities, lessons; especially 
helpful for middle and 
high schoolers with a four 
or five day per week 
geography schedule.
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New Country 
List each week.

Atlas drills questions focus on 
places from the country list.

Mapping activities focus on 
countries from each weeks list.

“Day” notations make for an 
easy-to-follow schedule.

Navigating Rethink Geography 


